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Consensus problems occur in many contexts and have therefore been extensively
studied in the past. In the original consensus problem, every process initially
proposes a value, and the goal is to decide on a single value from all those
proposed. We are studying a slight variant of the consensus problem called the
stabilizing consensus problem [2]. In this problem, we do not require that each
process irrevocably commits to a ﬁnal value but that eventually they arrive at a
common, stable value without necessarily being aware of that. This should work
irrespective of the states in which the processes are starting. In other words, we
are searching for a self-stabilizing algorithm for the consensus problem. Coming
up with such an algorithm is easy without adversarial involvement, but we allow
some adversary to continuously change the states of some of the nodes at will.
Despite these state changes, we would like the processes to arrive quickly at a
common value that will be preserved for as many time steps as possible (in a
sense that almost all of the processes will store this value during that period of
time). Interestingly, we will demonstrate that there is a simple algorithm for this
problem that essentially needs logarithmic time and work with high probability
to arrive at such a stable value, even if the adversary can perform arbitrary state
changes, as long as it can only do so for a limited number of processes at a time.
Our approach. We are focussing on synchronous message-passing systems with
adversarial state changes. More precisely, we are given a ﬁxed set of n processes
that are numbered from 1 to n. The time proceeds in synchronized rounds. In
each round, every process can send out one or more requests, receive replies to
its requests, and perform some local computation based on these replies. We
assume that every process can send a message to any other process (i.e., there
are no connectivity constraints) and faithfully follows the stated protocol (given
its current state, which might have been changed by the adversary).
Stabilizing consensus problem. We are studying a slight variant of the original
consensus problem called the stabilizing consensus problem [2]. In this problem,
we may start with an arbitrary set of initial output values. As in the usual
convention, a configuration includes all of the processes’ local states. A conﬁguration C is called output-stable if in all possible executions starting from C, the
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output of each process does not change. If every process outputs x in an outputstable conﬁguration C, we say the outputs stabilize to x in C. A self-stabilizing
consensus protocol must satisfy the following three properties:
– Stabilization: the protocol eventually reaches an output-stable conﬁguration.
– Validity: if a process outputs a value v, then v must have been output by
some process in the previous round.
– Agreement: for every reachable output-stable conﬁguration, all processes
have the same output.
The adversary. We also assume that there is a T -bounded adversary that knows
the entire conﬁguration of the system in the current round. Based on that information, it may decide to introduce arbitrary state changes in up to T processes
at the end of each round except that the protocol code cannot be manipulated.
Of course, under a T -bounded adversary we cannot reach an output-stable conﬁguration any more. Therefore, we will only require the system to reach a conﬁguration C so that for any polynomial in n many time steps following C, all
but at most O(T ) processes agree on some stable value v (note that these O(T )
processes can be diﬀerent from round to round). We will call this an almost
output-stable configuration.
Our contribution. We are focussing on stabilizing consensus problems based on
an arbitrary (ﬁnite or countably inﬁnite) set S of legal values with a total order.
Classical examples are S = {0, 1} and S = N. All initial output values of the
processes must be from S and also the adversary is restricted to choosing only
values in S. (In case the adversary chooses a value outside of S in some process
p, we may assume that p instantly recognizes that and then switches over to
some default value in S.) We propose the following simple protocol called the
median rule:
In each round, every process i picks two processes j and k uniformly
and independently at random among all processes (including itself) and
requests their values. It then updates vi to the median of vi , vj and vk .
Any request sent to process i will be answered with the value i had at
the beginning of the current round.
For example, if vi = 10, vj = 12 and vk = 100, then the new value of vi is 12.
The median rule works surprisingly well. We can prove that we reach an almost
stable consensus in time O(log m log log n + log n) w.h.p.1 , where m = |S|. If no
adversary is present, then the runtime decreases to O(log m) w.h.p. Our results
are listed in Table 1.
The work closest to our work is the paper by Angluin et al. [1] in the context of
population
protocols. Their consensus protocol can tolerate Byzantine behavior
√
of o( n) nodes. However, they only focus on two values whereas we allow any
number of legal values, and in our model any node can experience state changes.
1

We write w.h.p. to refer to an event that holds with probability at least 1 − n−c for
any constant c > 1.
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Θ(log n)
if m is even
Θ(log n)
if m is even
worst-case, m = 2
worst-case, arb. m

Fig. 1. Our results on the time and work required by each process to reach an almost
stable consensus (with adversary) or stable consensus (without adversary). m = |S| is
the number of legal values. By average-case we refer to the case where every initial value
is chosen independently and uniformly at random among m ≤ n1/2− legal values for
some constant  > 0. All results hold with probability at least 1 − n−c for any constant
c > 1.

Of course, |S| may not be ﬁnite. In this case, our results still hold if we√deﬁne m
as the number of legal values between
v and vr , where v is the (n/2−c n log n)√
smallest and vr is the (n/2 + c n log n)-smallest value of the initial values for
some suﬃciently large constant c. Therefore, as a by-product, the median rule
computes a good approximation of the median, even under the presence of an
adversary.
Our results also hold√if instead of state changes at arbitrary processes we
have a ﬁxed number
√ of n Byzantine processes. The bound on T is essentially
tight as T = Ω( n log n) would not allow the median rule to stabilize any
more w.h.p. (even if the adversary can only put T processes to sleep instead of
changing their states) because the adversary could keep two groups of processes
with equal values in perfect balance for at least a polynomially long time.
Finally, if the T -bounded adversary is static in a sense that there is a fixed
set of bad T processes that can experience adversarial state changes throughout
the execution, then a simple extension of the median rule, called careful median
rule, reaches a stable consensus for all non-bad processes for any polynomial
number of time steps w.h.p.: each process runs the median rule as before but
outputs the majority value of the last k rounds of the median rule as its value,
for some constant k ≥ 3.√A stable consensus is not possible with the original
median rule as with T = n there is a constant probability that some non-bad
process contacts two bad processes and therefore changes its value to a value
selected by the adversary. The details can be found in [3].
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